CRANE AND CRANE: HOMONYM CHALLENGE!!
By Linda Joy Singleton

Can you guess the homonym?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

A grizzly animal________ and shoeless feet are ________.
_____ a horse and drove on a _______.
To lift:_____, sting _____, and sun slants are called______.
Grow a ________ in a pot and mix ________ in a bowl.
Hit balls with a ______ and a small flying mammal _____.
A ______ plays music and a hair _____ holds a ponytail.
An airplane can ______ and annoying buzzing ________.
You can ______ your car near the tree-filled ________.
Wag a ______ and listen to a story ________.
Left is not ______ and hold pencil on paper to _________.
Use homonyms to write a story!

The bear roared in surprise as the barefoot bicyclist rode past him down the road. The
bear raised his paw which was still sore from a sting ray attack and then chased after
the bike rider. When sun rays blinded him, he knocked over a flower pot and ran
through an open door into a kitchen where a child was pouring flour into a bowl to bake
sweet rolls. The child wore red shoes that matched her red hair band. “Shoo!” she
shouted. Startled, the bear ran so fast like he was flying. He stumbled and rolled down
a hill like a bowling ball. He crashed into an alley, startling flies buzzing around a trash
can, then ran past parked cars to a park where a band played music on a stage. The
music calmed him. Happily, he wagged his fuzzy tail and listened to the band singing a
story tale. He was so inspired that he went into a nearby cellar at a golf course, picked
up a pencil, and sat right down at a table to write a story. It was a best seller, of course.
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